
Comet Ion Tails 
By Samuel Harrold 

Purpose 
The purpose of this activity is to model the interaction between a comet ion tail and the solar wind 
using a fan and paper streamers.  In doing so, students will qualitatively describe the behavior of 
comet ion tails  
 
Introduction 

All comets have two tails, a dust tail and an ion tail (see images included with activity).  As a 
comet approaches the Sun, ices (water, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane, ammonia) 
within the comet sublimate causing the comet nucleus to outgas.  The dust (silicates) released from 
the sublimating ice is gently pushed away from the comet by the Sun’s starlight via radiation pressure 
and forms the most recognizable part of a comet, the arcing dust tail. 

In contrast, the process by which the ion tail is formed is very different.  The sublimated gas 
about the nucleus is ionized by the Sun’s starlight and is carried away by charged particles emanating 
from the Sun.  These moving charged particles constitute the solar wind.  Because the solar wind 
moves much faster than the speed at which the comet travels – several hundred km/s compared to 
tens of km/s – the ion tail will always appear straight.  For both the dust and ion comet tails, their 
lengths increase as the comet moves closer to the Sun.  This is because the comet receives more 
light from the Sun at close distances, which makes it hotter and causes it to release more gas and 
dust. 

Appearances of comets have been recorded throughout human history since antiquity, but the 
relationship of a comet’s ion tail and the solar wind was postulated only as recently as the 1950s1.  
For a brief overview of comets, see http://www.nasa.gov/worldbook/comet_worldbook.html. 
 
Materials 
Advanced Preparation: 

Acquire images of comets (included with this exercise) 
Acquire desktop fan 
Acquire safety pins 
Cut out paper streamers (printer paper cut into long, thin strips ~ 3 mm width) 

Note: Streamers from printer paper work better than plastic streamers that come in a roll 
because of the curl induced by the roll. 

                                                 
1 Biermann, L. 1951, Zeitschrift für Astrophysik, 29, 274 

TEKS for Science 
§112.33.  Astronomy. … 
(c)  Knowledge and skills. 

(9)  Science concepts. The student knows that planets of different size, composition, and 
surface features orbit around the Sun. The student is expected to: 

(D)  explore the origins and significance of small solar system bodies, including asteroids, 
comets, and Kuiper belt objects. 

(10)  Science concepts. The student knows the role of the Sun as the star in our solar system. 
The student is expected to: 

(D)  analyze solar magnetic storm activity, including coronal mass ejections, prominences, 
flares, and sunspots. 
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Optional: Acquire foam balls (~ 2 inches in diameter), coffee stirrers, and straight pins in place of 
safety pins 

 
For whole class demonstration: 

Images of comets (displayed via paper, transparency, or digital projector) 
 
For each student group of 2 students: 

1 safety pin, 1 paper streamer 
Optional: 1 foam ball, 1 coffee stirrer, 5 safety pins, 5 paper streamers 

 
ENGAGE 
This part of the lesson is designed for whole group instruction. 
 
1. Ask students what they know about comet tails. 
2. Ask students what they know about the solar wind. 
3. Tell students they will see a couple images of comets and that they should consider where the 

location of the Sun relative to the comet and in which direction the comet appears to be moving. 

Facilitation Questions – Engage Phase 
1. How many tails do comets have? 

Two – a dust tail and an ion tail 
2. Why do we sometimes see one tail and not the other? 

Comets sometimes have more ice or dust.  There are always two tails, but one may be 
extremely faint. 

3. Of what are the two comet tails made? 
Dust and ionized gas 

4. Describe what the dust and ion tails look like. 
The ion tail is straight and blue.  The dust tail is curved and white. 

5. What is the solar wind? 
Energetic charged protons and electrons streaming away from the surface of the Sun. 

6. Why can some comet tails point in very different directions despite being far from the Sun 
(i.e. farther than the Earth)? 
Comet tails look different from different perspectives along Earth’s orbit.  When looking at 
an object in the sky, like a comet tail, the object is usually so far away that we cannot 
discern depth.  The object appears as a 2D projection onto the sky. 
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PREPARATION 
This part of the lesson is designed for whole group instruction and for groups of 2 students. 
 
Making the model comet 
1. Instructor: Set up the fan at one end of the room for students to 

interact with the wind. 
2. Students thread the end of the streamer with a safety pin.  (see 

Figure 1) 
2. Optional: 

a. Using the 5 straight pins, pin the 5 paper streamers to various 
positions around the foam ball. 

b. Stick the foam ball onto the coffee stirrer to use as a handle. 
(see Figure 2) 

 
EXPLORE 
This part of the lesson is designed for whole group instruction and for groups of 2 students. 
 
Model the comet ion tail-solar wind interaction 
1. For each group, one student will record the data while the other manipulates the model. 
2. Tell the students to imagine that they are astronomers in the 1950s trying to understand the 

behavior of the comet ion tails that they observe in their telescopes, like the German astronomer 
Ludwig Biermann.  Their only data is what they see. 

3. Have students hold their models at various positions from the fan.  At each position, have the 
recorders sketch what the streamers look like and describe their behavior.  Also, have the 
recorders describe the change in the behavior of the streamers as the model is moved toward and 
away from the fan. (See Facilitation Questions.) 

4. Have the students compare and contrast the recorded behavior of the streamers from different 
positions. (See Facilitation Questions.) 

 
TEACHER’S NOTES:  
1. Lightweight string tied around toothpicks can be used in place of paper streamers and pins. 

Facilitation Questions – Explore Phase                                                               
Model the comet ion tail-solar wind interaction 

1. What do the wind from the fan and model with streamers represent? 
The solar wind coming from the Sun and the comet’s ion tail. 

2. Which way are the streamers directed relative to the fan in this position? 
The streamers are always pointed away from the fan.  (To instructor: …just as the ion tails 
of comets are always pointed away from the Sun) 

3. What is the shape of the streamers, that is, how much are the streamers bent down? 
When closer to the fan, the streamers are straighter. (To instructor: More of the streamer is 
supported when there is a stronger wind from the fan.  In a similar way, there is a longer 
ion tail (and dust tail) closer to the Sun.) 

Figure 1.  Paper 
streamer on pin Figure 2.  Paper 

streamers pinned 
onto foam ball 
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2. Several fans arranged in a circle will better simulate the spherical symmetry of the solar wind so 
that students can move their models azimuthally as well as radially. 

3. The basic relationship between the temperature of a comet and its distance from the Sun is an 
inverse square root dependence.  Equating the incident and emitted power from the comet, 

idealized as a blackbody, gives     

€ 

T ∝1 2 .  Thus, decreasing the distance between the comet and 

the Sun will increase the temperature by a factor of   

€ 

2 . 
 
EXPLAIN 
The Explain portion of the lesson is directed by the teacher to allow the students to formalize their 
understanding of the TEKS addressed in the lesson. 
 
1. Have the students generalize the direction and behavior of the streamers for arbitrary positions of 

the model relative to a spherical arrangement of fans. (See Facilitation Questions.) 
2. Tell the students: Ludwig Biermann postulated that a comet’s ion tail points away from the Sun 

because of a steady stream of particles emanating from the Sun’s surface like a wind. 
3. Have the students apply the analogy of the model to explain why comet ion tails always point 

away from the Sun as the comets move about their orbits. (See Facilitation Questions.) 
4. Have the students relate the analogy of the model to the fact that comet ion tails increase in 

length as they approach the Sun. (See Facilitation Questions.) 

Facilitation Questions – Explain Phase                                                               
1. Was the direction of the streamers dependent on the distance of the model?  Consider a 

spherical arrangement of fans all pointed outward.  If you were to slowly move the model 
around a “spherical fan”, how would the direction of the streamers change relative to the 
spherical fan? 
No, the direction of the streamers is independent of the radial distance of the model.  The 
streamers will always point away from the spherical fan regardless of the model’s radial 
distance or azimuthal position. 

2. Was the shape of the streamers dependent upon the distance of the model?  If you were to 
slowly move the model around a spherical fan, how would the shape of the streamers 
change relative to the spherical fan? 
Yes, the streamers are straighter when closer to the fan.  The straightness of the streamers 
is dependent on the radial distance of the model to the fan but independent of the azimuthal 
position. 

3. How does the direction of the streamers from the model describe the interaction between a 
comet ion tail and the solar wind? 
Regardless of the distance of the model from the fan, the streamers always point away from 
the fan due to the movement of the wind.  This is like comet ion tails because comet ion 
tails always point away from the Sun regardless of the comet’s distance from the Sun.  The 
direction of the comet ion tails suggests that the ion tails behave like they are in a wind 
coming from the Sun. 

4. How does the shape of the streamers from the model describe the interaction between the 
comet ion tail and the Sun? 
The streamers are the straightest when the model is closest to the fan due to the support 
from the strong wind.  However, the reason why comet ion tails are longest when they are 
closest to the Sun is not due to the strength of the solar wind.  Rather, comets closer to the 
Sun are hotter from absorbing large amounts of sunlight and have hence released more gas 
which makes a longer ion tail.  The model describes the interaction between the comet ion 
tail and the Sun only in the sense that the model’s streamers are straightest and the comet’s 
ion tail is longest when both are closest to the source of the wind. 
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ELABORATE 
The Elaborate portion of the lesson provides an opportunity for the student to apply the concepts of 
the TEKS within a new situation.  This part of the lesson is designed for groups of 2 students. 
 
1. Have the students research the following: size and typical period of comet orbit, diameter of a 

comet, typical speed of a comet, composition of a comet, typical comet tail length, diameter of 
the Sun, typical speed of solar wind (See information in the Facilitation Questions.) 

2. With the above information, have the students describe the strengths and weaknesses of this 
model. (See Facilitation Questions.) 

Facilitation Questions – Elaborate Phase 
5. A basic Google search will provide resources for all of the information as well as interactive 

activities.  This is a good opportunity to hone internet skills.  Here are some good answers: 
Halley’s comet orbit size: 

short-period comets at aphelion (farthest from Sun) to outer planets (Neptune) ≤ 40 AU 
long-period comets through Kuiper Belt (55 AU) and Oort Clout (50,000 AU) 
comets can come arbitrarily close to the Sun (“Sun grazers”) 

Comet orbital periods: 
short-period 20-200 yrs 
long-period 200-millions yrs 
single-apparition only once 

Typical comet diameter: ~ 10 km 
Typical speed of a comet: a couple km/s at aphelion to ~ 100 km/s at perihelion (closest to 
Sun) 
Composition of a comet: silicate dust, hydrocarbons, ices: water, carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, ammonia, methane 
Typical comet tail length: 100 million km 
Diameter of the Sun: 1.4 million km 
Typical speed of the solar wind: 400-700 km/s 

6. Some strengths and weaknesses of the model: 
Strengths: 

The model likens the comet ion tail to a streamer in a wind, which is an easily 
understood analogy.  The model’s greatest success is that the direction of the ion tail 
corresponds to what would be expected from a wind-blown streamer. 

Weaknesses: 
The model’s largest weakness is in addressing the length of the comet ion tail.  The 

straightness of the streamer is influenced by the strength of the supporting wind coming 
from the fan, but the length of an ion tail is not affected by the strength of the solar 
wind.  Rather, only the temperature of the comet, and in turn the proximity of the comet 
to the Sun, influences the length of the ion tail.  The model’s implication that the length 
of the comet ion tail is related to the strength of the solar wind can be misleading. 

The wind generated from the fan slows as distance from the fan increases.  In 
contrast, the solar wind does not slow at increasing distances from the Sun.  The solar 
wind simply becomes less dense. 

The model’s distance scale and relative wind-to-comet speed is of course too small. 
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EVALUATE 
The Evaluate portion of the lesson provides the student with an opportunity to demonstrate his or 
her understanding of the TEKS addressed in the lesson. 
 
TAKS Format Questions 
 

1. Where are comets in their orbit when they have tails? 
 
A. Close enough to the Sun so that their ices sublimate 
B. Close enough to the Sun so that the solar wind is strong enough 
C. Close enough to the Sun so that they are moving fast enough 
D. Comets always have tails 
 
A – comets have tails because sublimating ice has released dust and gas.  B is incorrect since the 
speed and density of the solar wind is not what causes the tails (otherwise asteroids would also 
have tails).  C is incorrect because the speed of the comet is irrelevant to whether or not it will 
produce a tail.  D is incorrect because the ices are frozen when the comet is far from the Sun. 
 
2. Which of the following best describes the direction of a comet’s tail(s)? 
 
A. Comets have only one tail that points directly away from the Sun. 
B. Comets have two tails that point directly away from the Sun. 
C. Comets have two tails that point almost in the same direction away from the Sun. 
D. Comets have two tails that point in opposite directions at each other. 
 
C – comets have a dust and ion tail that both point in general away from the Sun but usually not 
in the same direction (because they are influenced by different processes: the dust tail by 
radiation pressure, the ion tail by the solar wind).  A is incorrect because comets always have two 
tails, although they likely differ in brightness.  B is incorrect for reasons said in “C”.  D is incorrect 
(although the geometry of Earth’s vantage point can make an optical illusion, c.f. comet antitail). 

 
Free-Response Questions 
 

Explain why both a comet’s ion tail and dust tail become longer as a comet approaches the Sun. 
 
As a comet approaches the Sun the ices comprising the comet sublimate, which releases the 
surrounding dust.  The closer the comet is to the Sun, the more incident radiation it absorbs, 
which increases the comet’s temperature.  At this higher temperature, more of the ice is 
sublimated and thereby releases more gas and dust to make longer comet tails. 

 
RESOURCES 
 
General information on comets: 
http://www.nasa.gov/worldbook/comet_worldbook.html 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comet 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_wind 

 
Images of comets: 
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/apod/apod_search 
(search “comet”) 


